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Abstract: Experiment and simulation of the guiding of terahertz electromagnetic wave in one dimensional metallic
wire arrays are performed. Our wire array structure supports two propagating modes with frequencies c/d and c/2d,
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and d is the distance between the two adjacent wires. The attenuations of the
two modes are 0.16 dB/wire and 0.71 dB/wire, respectively.
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After the idea of a subwavelength-sized waveguide represented by a linear chain of spherical
metal nanoparticles, in which light was transmitted by electrodynamic interparticle coupling, was
proposed by M. Quinten et al [1], the guided wave propagating in this kind of system has
received extensive attention because the light can be effectively confined to something with the
dimensions much smaller than the diffraction limit during propagation. J. R. Krenn et al reported
the experimental observation of near-field optical effects close to Au nanoparticles using a photon
scanning tunneling microscope [2]. Stefan A. Maier et al presented observations of
electromagnetic energy transport from a localized subwavelength source to a localized detector
over a distance of about 0.5 m m in plasmon waveguides consisting of closely spaced silver rods
[3]. The electromagnetic energy transport along array of closely spaced metal rods as an analogue
to plasmonic devices was also reported in microwave frequencies [4]. Due to the unique
properties of the terahertz radiation, metal wire was widely used to manipulate the
electromagnetic wave in this frequency range. J. B. Pendry et al have demonstrated that a very
simple metallic microstructure comprising a regular array of thin wires exhibits novel
electromagnetic properties in GHz region [5]. Even a bare metal wire can be used to transport
terahertz pulse [6]. G. Shvets et al reported the imaging, magnification and radiation focusing in
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the subwavelength spatial scale using tapered arrays of thin metallic wires [7]. In a previous
publication, we calculated the extinction spectra for 1-D chains of subwavelength-sized metal
spheres responding to incident terahertz plane waves in 0.1-2.5 THz frequency range using a
generalized Mie theory. It is found that the coherent coupling between the spheres varies as the
number of spheres in the ensemble increases and finally approaches a steady response, which
manifests that the collective excitation of the spheres only exists within a finite spatial scope [8].
In this paper, we report the experimental observation and simulation of guided THz pulses in
one-dimensional metallic wire arrays. Our results show that this system has low dispersion and
reasonable transmitting efficiency.
Our experiment was conducted by a modified terahertz time-domain spectrometer (THz-TDS)
shown in Fig.1. A femtosecond laser beam with a 70 fs pulse duration at 800 nm and a repetition
rate of 80 MHz from a mode-locked Ti: Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra Physics) was split into
two beams by a beam splitter. One was for generating THz radiation in a <110> cut ZnTe wafer
by optical rectification [9], and the other was for detecting THz wave in a <110> cut ZnTe wafer
by EO sampling [10]. The whole terahertz wave path was enclosed in a vacuum chamber to
prevent the absorption of water vapor. The inset of Fig.1 shows the structure of the metallic wire
arrays. The copper wires with a radius r lay in the XZ plane and parallel to the Z axis, and the
distance between the two adjacent wires was d. The wire array lined along X axis. The wire
marked No.1 was placed in the focus of the paraboloidal mirror P3. The incident terahertz pulses
polarized along the X axis was focused onto the nth wire by the off-axis paraboloidal mirror P2.
The terahertz pulse propagated along the wire arrays was collected, collimated and focused to the
detector by off-axis paraboloidal mirrors P3 and P4. The THz spot diameter at the focal point of
P2 was approximately 2 mm, so there were five wires with indices from n-2 to n+2 were
illuminated by incident terahertz waves for samples used. The paraboloidal mirror P2 was
mounted on a linear translation stage which can move along the X axis so that the travel distance
of THz pulses across the array can be changed by moving the stage while the whole geometric
beam path length keeps the same.

Fig. 1 Experiment setup. P1-P4 are off-axis paraboloidal mirrors. The incident terahertz beam is focused onto the nth
wire by P2. The inset shows our metal wire array structure: the radius of the wire is r and the distance between
the two adjacent wires is d.
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For the experiment configuration described above, the charge oscillation and associated
electromagnetic(EM) fields in metallic wires induced by incident THz waves have two
orthogonal components, which are along X and Y axis, respectively. It is clear that only the Y
direction polarized field can be collected by P3. Fig. 2(a) shows the measured temporal
waveforms of the incident terahertz pulse and the THz pulse re-emitted from the wire arrays with
r=90 m m , d=360 m m and n=7 (the position of the incident THz spot). Analogous to transmission
spectrum in conventional THz-TDS, which is the ratio of the transmitted electric field to the
incident electric field in the frequency domain, we utilize the ratio of the electric field after
passing the wire arrays to the incident electric field to analyze the propagation properties of the
terahertz pulse in the wire arrays. In the following, we will call the ratio propagation spectrum
for convenience. Fig. 2(b) shows the propagation spectrum of the terahertz pulses plotted in
Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that there are two propagating modes at 0.8 THz and 1.59 THz. The
propagation spectrum calculated by two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation is also shown in Fig. 2(b). The experiment results and the FDTD simulation agree well.
Because the signal to noise ratio of our experiment results is low, we use FDTD simulation
results to discuss the THz wave propagation in the following sections.
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Fig. 2 (a) Temporal waveform of the incident THz pulse and that passing the wire array with the incident position
n=7. The waveform of the incident pulse is shifted and rescaled for the convenience of comparison. (b) The
propagation spectra of experiment measurement and FDTD simulation.

It is noticeable in Fig. 2(b) that there is a split in the first resonant peak at approximately
0.8 THz. In order to figure out the origin of the split, we simulated the terahertz pulses
propagating along two wire arrays with different total wire numbers, but keep the incident
position the same, i.e, incident onto the same nth wire. Fig. 3(a) shows the incident pulse used in
our simulation and two pulses after propagating along the arrays with incident on n=7 in both
arrays. The terahertz pulse passing the array with 25 wires oscillates much more cycles after the
main pulse than that with 9 wires. This phenomenon can be understand by considering the
interference effect: when the terahertz pulse incident onto the array, the first 5 wires are excited
and the charge oscillations induce the retarded oscillations in the neighboring wires of both sides,
which forms near field excitations propagating along both positive X and negative X directions.
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Considering the pulse propagating along positive X direction, the arrays have different wire
numbers will produce different backward propagating components, including the strong
back-scattered waves from the end of the array. Therefore, the array length dependent
interference takes into effect. Fig. 3(b) shows the propagation spectra of both wire arrays, there is
a split on the first peak of the propagation spectrum for the arrays with 25 wires, and disappeared
for the arrays with 9 wires. This is because when the total wire number is 9 and the THz pulse is
focused onto the 7th wire, the 5th to 9th wires are illuminated by the THz pulse. The induced
field propagating to only one side of the wire array and no interference is observed.
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Fig. 3 (a) Temporal waveform of incident pulse and re-emitted pulses after passing the wire array with the incident
position n=7 while the total wire number is different. The waveform of the incident pulse and the pulse
after propagating along array with 25 wires are shifted, and the incident pulse is also rescaled. (b)
Propagation spectra of the pulses show in (a). The inset shows an enlarged view around the first peak.

In the following, we will focus our attention to analyze the propagation properties of the
terahertz pulse in the one-dimensional metal wire arrays, including speed, attenuation and
resonant mode frequencies. First, we calculated the speed by simulating the terahertz pulse
propagated along arrays with different incident position, the nth wire, while kept the total wire
number equal to n+2. So the pulse only propagated to one side of the array, which avoided the
unwanted interference. We choose r=90 m m and d=4r in all the arrays with different wire
numbers Fig. 4(a) shows the temporal waveforms for different n. The shape of the waveforms are
all similar, which means that the dispersion is small, and the major difference is the amplitude
getting smaller for longer travel distance in the arrays. We can also conform this from Fig. 4(b),
which shows the normalized spectra of the terahertz pulses shown in Fig. 4(a). Considering the
low dispersion property of the terahertz pulse propagated along the arrays, we chose the first
positive peak in the temporal waveform as the arrival time marker of the pulse at the detector, and
measured the distance between the nth wire and the detector as the path length of the THz pulse.
Then we plotted the path length as a function of time shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). The data in
the inset is a linear fit and the slope of the line is 0.298 mm/ps, corresponding to a propagating
speed along the wire arrays nearly equal to c, the speed of light in vacuum. We also calculated the
speed of the terahertz pulse propagating along the wire array with d=3.2r. The speed is
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0.28 mm/ps, also very close to c. This result is quite unexpected because the THz fields
propagating in the arrays are mainly facilitated by charge-field coupling, which means frequent
and strong energy exchange should happen during the process. The inset of Fig. 4(b) shows the
attenuation of the two modes. The square and triangular dots represent the amplitude of the two
modes as a function of incident position n, and the two curves are the exponential fit of the two
sets of dots. The obtained attenuations of the two modes are 0.16 dB/wire and 0.71 dB/wire,
respectively. The second mode decays much faster than the first one, therefore, the interference
effect is much smaller. This is consistent with the observations that there is a split in the first
propagation peak at 0.8 THz as shown in Fig. 2(b) while there is no split in the second
propagation peak at 1.59 THz.
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Fig. 4 The speed and attenuation of the THz wave travelling through the metal wires. (a)Temporal waveforms of the
THz pulse passing the arrays with different wire numbers. The inset shows the path length in array as a
function of time and the slope of the linear fitting gives the speed of THz waves. (b) Spectra normalized to the
first peak. The inset shows the attenuations of the two modes at 0.8 THz and 1.59 THz.

Finally, we calculated the geometry dependent frequencies of the two modes supported by the
wire arrays. We fixed the radius of the wires r=90 m m while changing the distance between the
wires from d =3.4r to 4.2r with an increment of 0.2r. The terahertz pulse was focused onto the
9th wire and the arrays has 11 wires. Fig. 5 shows the propagation spectra of different array
structures. In the inset we plot the frequencies of the two modes as a function of c/d. The two
lines represent f=c/d and f=2c/d, respectively. Our wire array structure can be considered as a
grating. When a light wave with wavevector k incident on the surface, diffraction gives rise to a
series of diffracted waves. The wavevector of the diffracted wave k m is: k m= k + mG , where
m is the diffraction order and G is the grating vector [11]. The grating vector lies in the plane of
the grating and is perpendicular to the grooves. For the array structure considered here, it can be
expressed as G = 2π / dxˆ , where x̂ is the unit vector in X direction. Because of the normal
incidence of the THz waves, the components of the wavevector of the diffracted wave in the
plane of the array are k xm = m(2π / d ) . Depending on the spectra range of the incident terahertz
pulse and the structure of the arrays, four modes with m = ±1 and m = ±2 can be generated.
The energy of the diffracted wave can propagate along the wire array structure by inter-wire
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coupling. The two modes with m=1 and 2 propagate along positive X direction while the other
two modes propagate along the opposite direction and re-emit to free space, which are detected in
our experiment.
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Fig. 5 Propagation spectra of the THz wave in arrays with different periods. The two lines in the inset represent f=c/d
and f=2c/d, respectively.

In conclusion, we studied the propagation properties of terahertz waves in a one-dimensional
metal arrays. It is shown that the metallic wire arrays can be used to transport terahertz waves at
geometry dependent frequencies with low dispersion and at a speed very close to the speed of
light in vacuum. This waveguide structure may be used in terahertz sensing and terahertz
photonics. Further improvement of the inter-wire coupling efficiency may be achieved by
changing the array structure and adding surrounding dielectric materials.
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